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Destiny is NOT Random,
Nor is it Fate.

It is determined by Choice,
And guided by Wisdom, 

Trust and Courage.
~Simone 
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You’ll have a structure and a 
formula to help you 

Engineer your Vision.
With Clarity, Energy and 

Courage to do it …



Agenda

VISIONEERING 
Creating your Dreams from the Inside - Out

.

01 What is Visioneering?
Why Engineering our Visions is the Key to 
creating them. Why Vibrating High, Law of 
Attraction and other New Age concepts don’t 
work. What to STOP doing right now.

02 The Order of Shaping Reality
How we shape non-physical energy into material 
stuff – using all 3 levels of Mind. and why the 
order in the process is so important. 

03 How to use Higher Mind to help
Start to break apart patterns of limitation so 
you can start moving ahead with greater flow 
and ease.  Q&A



SIMONE WRIGHT
A life time of Mystical experience, over 25 years of study, 
practical application and field work. Over 15 years of fluff 
free, teaching, coaching and mentoring. Reverse 
engineered ‘spontaneous’ mystical processes so they could 
be done ‘at will’.

I have used the Visioneering process to generate success 
in:
• my art career to become the highest selling artist of my 

kind in the world
• my writing, teaching and coaching career to write 3 

books and have thousands of students around the globe
• Developed First Intelligence Intuition program – the first 

of its kind for developing Intuition in law enforcement 
to become the book, program and trainings

ABOUT ME



WHAT IS VISIONEERING?

The Quantum Creative Process of Getting your Visions out the 
INVISIBLE and into the VISIBLE as a REAL thing – A CREATED reality.

It uses practical AND Mystical understanding.
Uses the application of Energy, Information and Action to ground 
Spiritual energies into the Physical and is based on the 
understandings of the PRINCIPLES of CREATION.

It is NOT based in Magical thinking, although many miracles CAN and 
DO occur. It is based in the understanding that our Life does NOT 
come TO us – but it comes THROUGH US  as a reflection of our 
consciousness. 

NO HIGH VIBRATION,  POSITIVE THINKING or HANGING OUT IN 
OTHER DIMENSIONS. But is grounded HERE in this dimension/ reality 
and frequency.



IF YOU’RE CREATIVELY STUCK…

If you’ve been using ‘Spiritual practices’ to try to create 
your reality and are noticing that things really aren’t 
changing, that you feel more stuck, confused or 
frustrated than ever … it’s not because you’re doing 
anything wrong.

It’s because what is being taught out there in the 
Spiritual/New Age/ Love and Light community – isn’t 
complete, correct or powerful enough to contain or 
sustain the amount of energy required to shape ‘thought’ 
into ‘stuff’.

It’s NOT an equation of Light/ Dark, Good thoughts/ Bad 
thoughts, Ego or Soul … it’s an equation of Energy. 



VISIONARY POWER

When shaping our Visions into reality – it requires a 
stable mastery of energy.

Energy that is gathered, shaped, directed and 
sustained for a period of time to generate new 
outcomes. 

This is what a Mystic calls Power … and the equation 
that shapes it is Energy + Information = Outcome.

This relationship with Energy and your Vision must 

be Engineered in order for you to gain results.
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ENGINEERING YOUR VISION

To ENGINEER a thing means to ‘skillfully design 
or build, or to artfully arrange for an event or 

situation to occur.’
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In order to move from the invisible to the visible and have strength 
and stability to emerge through you and exist in the 3D world – it 

must be properly structured, energetically and materially. AND have a 
STRONG foundation.

ENGINEERING YOUR VISION



VISIONEERING IS ROOTED IN PRINCIPLE

It is NOT personal – the Universe is not testing us, or keeping 
secrets from us, it is responding only the energetic equation 
we provide it with. 

Like 2 + 2 = 4 – and like the physics required to build a bridge 
or launch a rocket, it follows the energetic rules of nature 
and blends them with the energetic rules of consciousness. = 
METAPHYSICS

This creative power is all around us HERE, NOW, at THIS 
FREQUENCY, in THIS DIMENSION.

The more precisely we understand this principle, the more 
power, creativity, stability and self responsibility we embody.



MYTH BUSTING

Why do the Law of Attraction, vibrating 
high and the other ideals of the New Age 
not work?

Because the originating energetic 
foundation is not accurate or stable and so 
our results will not be accurate or stable 
either.



#1. We are NOT ATTRACTORS – we are 
CREATORS. Our reality comes THROUGH us not 
TO us.

#2. When you work with ‘attracting’ you are 
shaping your energetic equation on a 
foundation of ‘not having’ – so you create more 
‘not having.’

#3. High Vibration generated by SELF **, is an 
‘incoherent field’ – the Creative code of the 
Universe is ‘super coherent’ (and all around you, 
here, now, at this frequency, in this dimension)



WHAT WE’RE TOLD

Vibrate High
Move into Higher Dimensions

Focus only on the Positive
Work only in the Spiritual element

Find your Purpose 
Obliterate the Ego

Reject the Material World
Service to the outside (others/the world) first

Let the UNIVERSE DECIDE

In order to authentically and consistently shape 
reality we must STOP DOING THESE THINGS.



WHY?

They are very weak Metaphysical 
fundamentals that create resistance, amplify 
instability and block energy instead of 
allowing us to flow with it.
…kinking the hose of flow… 

… making it impossible to generate 
momentum or ground anything in the 3D 
world. 

Stuckness. Forward/ backward. Repeating 
patterns.



STRONG FOUNDATIONS

To maximize the flow of Consciousness 
we need in order to shape our reality…

#1. Don’t resist where you are now. 

#2. Break the energetic habit of making 
where you are WRONG.

#3. No longer use ‘what you don’t want’ 
… as the impulse to create something 
different.



I don’t want to be sick … so I’m creating health
I don’t like being broke … so I’m creating wealth
I want to fix the world … so I’m helping it be 
better
I don’t like being single … so I’m looking for a 
partner

You can’t transform ANYTHING, if you start from 
a place of resistance.

Creative power exists in the eternal now. If you 
are starting the Engineering process with the 
impulse that something is wrong, broken, bad …



That is what you will constantly and 
continuously re-create...

This is why the Law of Attraction doesn’t 
work, or why other processes take so 
long.

You are starting with the premise that 
there is a problem, this creates energetic 
resistance and perpetuates the problem 
…

As a result, you’re dragging the problem 
with you into every moment and that’s 
why nothing changes.



Even if the current moment ISN’T what 
you want, or like, or prefer …

Allow it to be OK. Do not resist it. Do not 
use it as a catalyzer for change …

What you resist, persists.

When you ALLOW a thing/ moment/ 
circumstance to BE, without fighting it, or 
trying to manipulate it …

You gain greater access to the flow of 
mind (Source/ Superconsiousness) that 
will serve your new creations.



I agree to allow this 
moment to be just as it is.

Notice what you notice.



GENERATING CLARITY

The 10 Elements of 
Visioneering

• Inspiration
• Intention
• Identity

• Imagination
• Innovation
• Intuition
• Investment
• Integration

• Implementation
• Inevitability
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YOU GET TO CHOOSE

The Universe isn’t keeping a secret from you. 
Your Visions for the future are the TOOL the 
Universe uses to nudge you into your Creative 
power. 

But YOU have to choose them, say Yes to them,  
and then infuse them with Life in order to make 
them real. 

It is the spark that lights the fire of our potential. 
It is FIRST matter. Or as the Mystics call it – Prima 
Materia.  What Visioneering calls …

INSPIRATION.



INSPIRATION
What Lights you up? What do you love to do? What are 
you good at? What have you had a lot of experience in 
doing in your Life that you know could benefit others? Ask 
this question again and again to unlock the clues to your 
deepest desires. (This is SOUL PULL)

OR

What PUSHES YOUR BUTTONS? What world issue really 
gets you charged, revved up that you feel called to make a 
difference in. It may be a World issue. Human issue. 
Environmental issue. Animal Issue. (This is a SOUL PUSH)

Anything that pushes or pulls you is a projection of your 
own UNINTEGRATED POTENTIAL.

This is the DOING of the Creation.



OR … and even perhaps even more 
powerful is the BEING of the Creation.

How are you inspired to FEEL? What do 
you want to create FEELING wise?

Freedom. Stability. Security. Well Being. 
Peace. Creativity. Satisfaction. Self Assured. 
Love. Joy. Ease. Abundance. Certainty. Etc…



Write down as many of these Feeling 
elements that you believe the DOING of 
the Inspiration will create for you.

THIS is where we begin. Get familiar with 
these Inspired energies.



INTENTION

YOUR CHOICE, deciding what you want, 
and saying YES to the Inspiration of your 
Vision is the SPARK it needs to get it off the 
ground, to generate momentum, to 
navigate the path and get you where you 
want to go.

‘You can’t steer, unless you’re moving.’
The Universe isn’t going to ‘bring’ that to 
you … YOU have to CHOOSE it.



INTENTION creates ...



HAVE. DO. BE  - Creating the HARD way

HAVE DO BE

The New Age and Old Age tells us in order for us to HAVE the life we 
want, or the outcomes we desire, we must DO things first. 

We must DO HIGH VIBRATION – we must DISCOVER OUR PURPOSE (also 
a DOING), we must step into SERVICE (also a DOING)
Then we’ll be a rich, stable, satisfied, creative being.



BE. DO. HAVE  - Creating the VISIONEERING way.

HAVEDOBE

When we Visioneer, we reverse that process with a powerful twist. We get CLEAR about 
what we Want to Create – the things we want to have, feel, do and experience *what we 

did with Inspiration – and then we shape our BEING around that. 
We ask ourselves … ‘who do I need to BE in order to be in service to my vision and 

provide it with the energy, stability and consistency to grow out of me?
In the Visioneering process we call this ‘Shaping Identity’ and it is crucial to any creative 

process.



Identity is the SOFTWARE of your new Vision.

It contains the energetic codes of 
consciousness that will shape your new Vision 
– giving it a conduit through which to move.

When Identity is restructured – your 
consciousness becomes a new container 
through which your Vision emerges OUT OF as 
a NATURAL EXPRESSION.

IDENTITY



It comes THROUGH you as ideas, attitudes, 
intuitions, innovations, new relationships, 
synchronicities, coincidences, ways of 
influence.

Not because you are artificially vibrating high 
and trying to manipulate physical matter from 
your old level of self, but because who you are 
being NATURALLY  possesses the codes 
required to generate the outcomes of your 
Vision.



How does my Visioneered Self:

Think
Feel

Take Action
Dress

Enter a room
Write a check
Share ideas

Care for themselves
Answer the phone

Spend money
Eat

Exercise
Spend free time

Choose friends/ relationships/ business partners
Talk to themselves?

THE POWER OF IDENTITY



This Identity will be the container you use to 
SHAPE your Vision into Reality.

If it weren’t necessary to make this shift, you 
would already, be, do and have everything 
that is contained in your Vision.

It is your Vision that is calling this new level of 
BEING out of you.

Are you willing to step into it? How close are 
you now?

CLOSING THE GAP



IMAGINATION, INNOVATION & 
INTUITION

When Identity is activated, the MIND that will 
shape your Vision comes online … you begin 
to THINK as your Visioneered self thinks and 
as a result your Imagination, Innovation & 
Intuition responds in kind.

New level of mind – creates new levels of 
Wisdom.



What things does this Being in you Imagine? 
What are the OUTCOMES he/she participates 

in?

What Innovations does he/she come up with? 
What NEW approaches, strategies, thoughts, 

attitudes does he/she express?

What does he / she Intuitively know? What 
certainty does he/she possess about things in 

regards to the Vision?



YOUR PARTICPATION IS ESSENTIAL

The Universe responds to what you give it.

If you let IT decide it will respond by giving you 
the same results you always gotten, the law of 
averages or the law of the collective. 

In order to become a deliberate Creator you 
must become a powerful CHOOSER.

Then ENGINEER yourself to be a vehicle to 
contain, channel and create the outcomes you 
have chosen.



INVESTMENT

When we INVEST in our Vision we have an 
expectation that what we put in will EXPAND. 
Providing us with greater returns than we 
placed into it.

If we don’t INVEST, we can’t expect a return.

Energy. Time. Money. Thought. Focus. Love.

What we put in, does come back … expanded.

Folks who expect stuff for free are always surprised when they don’t 
create any success. (no time, no $, no energy expended)



Most people get stuck here, because they 
AREN’T willing to INVEST anything …

OR they SPEND resources and so don’t get any 
return…

There is a powerful difference between 
INVESTING energy and SPENDING energy.

Intentional Investment creates a return.
Unintentional Spending (wasting resources) 
gets you nothing or sets you back.



We INVEST when we direct energy/resources 
into and towards our vision that are in 
alignment with the outcome.

We SPEND energy when we use our resources 
incorrectly. Thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, 
emotions, that keep us stuck or push us 
backwards.

What investments have you made in your 
Vision? Time, $, Energy?



INTEGRATION

Over time, these elements and the levels of 
Mind that are used to generate them, start to 
work as a cohesive unit.

Old patterns are no longer useful, old ways of 
doing things no longer work and new patterns 
and outcomes begin to emerge.

The Reality that the OLD mind created starts 
to fall away as Integration takes root. It all 
starts to feel normal as the Vision becomes 
Embodied within you.



IMPLEMENTATION

Is the DOING. 
Going out into the 3D world and rooting 
ACTION into form.

Your Vision becomes Embodied through the 
things you DO to make it Welcome.

How you prepare and take the shot to reach 
your targets. How you respond if you don’t 
succeed the first time. 

The things you ‘do’ that define the Vision. 
What is your DOING?



INEVITABILITY

Is rooted in the understanding of PRINCIPLE.

2+2 = 4

This roots us in the OUTCOME and makes us 
more and more positioned IN the Vision. We 
aren’t attracting it, it IS us already. So we 
aren’t attracting it …

No fear. We continue the process until we hit 
the target. 



The energy of Inevitability is 

IT IS DONE.

In consciousness / in mind at every level,
Superconscious
Subconscious
Conscious …

They all agree.
The vision is the same at every level …
It’s only a matter of Time until it is revealed.



It takes a minimum of 40 days to begin to recondition 
consciousness and generate new energetic habits that 
shape mental, emotional, physical and spiritual results.

There are 2 ways you can dive deep. 1:1 Mastery or 
Visioneering Group Mastery. You’ll gain the benefit of my 
20 years of practice, experimentation, trial and error in 
using Mystical principles to create outcomes and be able 
to make so much more progress that if you were to do it 
on your own.

Helping you accelerate the process, saving you time, 
money and lots of energy and confusion along the way.

COLLAPSING TIME



Fill out your Application Now

To get your Early Bird discount
PLUS 3 months of Modern Mystics Membership

When you register for the retreat.

https://houseofthesunapothecary.com/retreats

Click below to register

MODULE 1: Returning to Eden – The Electrical Adam & Eve
In this introductory lesson, I reveal the powerful secret of The Mystical Garden of Eden. The symbolic reality carried in 
every spiritual culture of the story of Adam and Eve, that if interpreted correctly, reveals how WE can return to our 
Spiritual roots to alter our relationship with Source energy to become Master Creators.

MODULE 2: Quantum Connection – Partnering with the Field
Here is where we start to develop our powerful Mystical Equation of Energy + Information = Outcome. 
With the understanding we developed in week One, we activate Engagement, Embodiment and Expression and begin to 
neutralize resistance, break some limiting energetic habits and use our Mind, Body and Will to begin to powerfully re-
shape our reality.

MODULE 3: Transmutation & Mastery – Navigating the Return
Our Mystical transformation from the matter bound limits of Self to the Spiritualized potential of Soul, is deeply 
rewarding, but can also present its own unique sets of challenges.
In this weeks module we will dive into the distinct character differences between those two identities and how we can 
manage them to maintain our energetic engagement with the Creative field. We’ll also cover some of the side effects of 
the transmutation process and how to elegantly move through them so you can continue your journey with greater 
confidence and certainty.
**This class will expand your existing Mystical training and build a stronger foundation if you haven’t worked with me 
before.

www.simonewright.com

I want to make it easy …

I want to make it as easy as possible for you to get started and / or dive deep …

If you’re interested in Visioneering with me you can see all the details at 

Visioneering Group Masterclass 
www.simonewright.com

And you have the option of 1:1 / or Group Mastery

http://www.simonewright.com/


Fill out your Application Now

To get your Early Bird discount
PLUS 3 months of Modern Mystics Membership

When you register for the retreat.

https://houseofthesunapothecary.com/retreats

Click below to register

MODULE #1 – INTRODUCTION: Discovering Your Inner Resources
This module reveals the Visioneering Foundation that all of your Quantum Creative work is 
built upon. Here you’ll discover the tools that help you: *Build your Visionary Foundation * 
Understanding Purpose and Path *Revealing your Inner Resources … and more.

MODULE #2 – INSPIRATION: Recognizing your Destiny
Inspiration is the communication tool of the creative force of the Universe. Putting yourself 
in a position to recieve inspiration and know how to respond to it is one of the most 
powerful tools of a Visionary. In this module you’ll develop the tools be ‘Inspiration prone’ 
and stay there through the Creative process.

MODULE #3 – INTENTION: Saying YES to your Vision
Your ability to apply Conscious choice and direction plays an important role in your ability 
to succeed. In this module we dive deep into the ideas of, *Saying YES to your Vision * I 
can, I am, I will * Developing the 4 C’s of Empowered Vision … and more

www.simonewright.com

Check it out, if you’d like to give it a try and get started:

#1. Set up a 1:1 Visioneering Clarity Session with me. $295 for a 90 minute coaching session that 
gets your Visioneering ball rolling. (Regular price: $750)

You can see the Clarity Session purchase option on the Visioneering Mastery Page here:

#2. If you like what we do together and you want to go deeper, you have the option of joining me 
for 1:1 Private Mastery Coaching OR in Visioneering Group Mastery ** 

Both are 10 weeks 
Private can start any time

Group will begin when we have 6 

#3. The INVESTMENT that you made for the Clarity session will be applied to your Visioneering 
registration. (so it’s like getting a 1:1 coaching session for free)

www.simonewright.com



DISSOLVING DISTORTION

The level of mind that provides you with the 
Inspiration to create your Visions also has the 
power to clear away the limits, blocks and kinks 
that have kept you from creating them thus far.

Inspiration comes as an impulse from the 
Superconscious … along the way, we have 
acquired beliefs, traumas, thoughts and other 
energetic patterns that keep us repeating the 
OLD patterns and not moving forward – and 
making it difficult if not impossible to actually 
create.



These distortions are conditions of mind, 
patterns of programming that were created in 
your past and are now causing your Clarity and 
Perception to be cloudy. (Carried in the SC)

Generating repeated blocks, obstacles and 
stuckness – like dirt on glasses or floaters in the 
eye, they get in the way.

Your relationship with your Superconscious/ 
Higher/ Source Mind is what will help you wipe 
these things away.



So if the Superconscious (Source) mind can give 
you the Inspiration, it can also remove that 
which prevents the Inspiration from coming to 
Inevitability.

What are the patterns that you already 
recognize, know and are familiar with that 
repeatedly show up for you when you Create –
that LIMIT you?

How do they make you feel? What are the 
emotions that accompany them? 

And what are the RESISTANCES that you are 
aware of that emerge as you Create?



These are energetic patterns carried in your 
Creative / Subconscious mind that block your 
path to your outcome.

**We do a deep dive into this work when we 
work together, but this is a simple and easy way 
to begin***

So if the Source/ SC mind provides the 
Inspiration for a Vision … it can also clear a path 
to it becoming real.

Ask Source / SC mind to remove the blockages 
and the distortions that you carry … and notice 
what you notice



Energy movement. Vibration. Emotion. 
Memories.

Notice what you notice and let them move.

Your Superconscious mind, knows what needs 
to be dissolved withing your Mind structure so 
you can bring your / its Visions to reality.

Trust what you notice. Trust your request has 
been answered.

As you deepen your relationship with your 
Vision, your relationship with Source/ SC mind 
will also deepen, these transformations will 
become easier and easier to activate.



The path becomes Clear. Your 
mind becomes Clear. Your 
targets become Clear. Your 

actions become Clear …

Your Vision is Clear. And you 
have the energy and 

information you need to make 
it a reality.



Invest some time with each of 
these elements…

Go through the list of each of 
the I’s and get clear about each 

of them offers you.

Even a light touch with all of the 
elements will generate some 

Clarity and movement …



VISIONEERING TIP

ENGAGING THE FIELD

The field of information and energy you 
need to support and sustain your Vision 
is all around you – NOW. 

In THIS dimension, in THIS frequency, at 
THIS vibration. You don’t need to go 
anywhere or manipulate your energy to 
access it. But you do need to ENGAGE 
with it.



• Close your eyes. Breathe. Bring all of your 
awareness INTO your body. 

• Imagine you are a fish swimming in the ocean, 
surrounded by a field of energy.

• SENSE it all around you. Inside of you. Here 
now.

• Notice what you notice.
• THIS is the field of the Universe that we are 

communicating with to shape our reality.
• What are YOU telling it? 
• Visioneering will help you completely 

transform this energetic relationship. 

• JOIN ME.



Q&A



Fill out your Application Now

To get your Early Bird discount
PLUS 3 months of Modern Mystics Membership

When you register for the retreat.

https://houseofthesunapothecary.com/retreats

Click below to register

Thank you for joining me!

Join me:
1:1 Mastery Coaching

Visioneering Group Mastery

Set up your Visioneering Clarity Session with me to get started.

www.simonewright.com


